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Background:
The availability of places to engage in physical activity may influence physical activity levels. This study examined whether the relationship between physical activity and access to parks differs depending on adolescents’ sociodemographic, housing, and neighborhood characteristics.

Methods:
Data were analyzed from 4010 adolescents who responded to the 2003 California Health Interview Survey (CHIS). Analyses were conducted in 2005–2006. Five sets of logistic regressions were conducted to examine the relationship between physical activity and access to a safe park among adolescents living in (1) urban versus rural areas; (2) apartment buildings versus houses; (3) neighborhoods perceived as unsafe versus safe; (4) lower- versus higher-income families; and (5) adolescents who were Latino, African American, Asian, or white. Analyses also examined interactions between park access and these factors.

Results:
Access to a safe park was positively associated with regular physical activity and negatively associated with inactivity for adolescents in urban areas, but not rural areas. Additionally, adolescents with access to a safe park were less likely to be inactive than those without access among those living in (1) apartment buildings, (2) unsafe neighborhoods, and (3) lower-income families. Park access was not associated with regular physical activity for these groups. The association between park access and physical activity varied by race/ethnicity.

Conclusions:
These findings suggest that the relationship between physical activity and access to parks differs depending on adolescents’ sociodemographic, housing, and neighborhood characteristics, and that parks may be particularly important for promoting physical activity among urban adolescents.

Introduction
Insufficient physical activity contributes to obesity and the risk of complications from chronic conditions such as type 2 diabetes. The availability of places to engage in physical activity is an important environmental characteristic that may influence physical activity levels. Evidence supports this association in adults. However, research on adolescents has been more limited, and results have been mixed. One possible explanation for inconsistent findings is that the availability of places for physical activity is more important for some groups of adolescents than others. This study examined whether the relationship between physical activity and access to parks among adolescents differs depending on adolescents’ sociodemographic, housing, and neighborhood characteristics. We hypothesized that access to a safe park would be positively associated with regular physical activity and negatively associated with inactivity for (1) adolescents living in urban areas, but not rural areas, (2) those living in apartments but not houses, (3) those living in unsafe neighborhoods but not safe neighborhoods, and (4) those from lower-income but not higher-income families. Because physical activity varies by race, the association between park access and activity was also examined for different racial groups.

Methods
Data were from the 2003 California Health Interview Survey (CHIS), a random-digit-dial telephone survey of 42,000 households designed to be representative of California’s non-institutionalized population. Responses from 4010 adolescents aged 12–17 were analyzed. Two physical activity outcomes were examined. Regular activity was defined as either at least 20 minutes of vigorous activity on 3 or more of the last 7 days or at least 30 minutes of moderate activity on 5 or more of the last 7 days. Inactivity was defined as either less than 20 minutes of vigorous activity or 30 minutes of moder-
Results supported the first hypothesis. The interaction between access to a safe park and urbanicity was significant in models of both regular physical activity and inactivity. Stratified analyses revealed that access to a safe park was positively associated with regular activity and negatively associated with inactivity for adolescents in urban areas, but not rural areas. The other hypotheses received more limited support. In stratified analyses, adolescents with access to a safe park were less likely to be inactive than those without access for (1) adolescents living in apartments but not houses, (2) adolescents living in neighborhoods perceived as unsafe but not those living in safe neighborhoods, and (3) adolescents from lower-income but not higher-income families. However, access to a safe park was not significantly associated with regular activity for these groups. In addition, models of regular activity and inactivity that tested interactions between access to a safe park and (1) housing type, (2) perceived neighborhood safety, and (3) family income showed these interactions were not significant (data not shown). These results suggest that although the association between park access and inactivity may be significant for some groups and not others, the nature of the relationship between park access and inactivity is not different across these groups.

The interaction between race/ethnicity and access to a safe park was significant in models of both regular physical activity and inactivity. Stratified analyses revealed that access to a safe park was positively associated with regular activity and negatively associated with inactivity for adolescents in urban areas, but not rural areas. The other hypotheses received more limited support. In stratified analyses, adolescents with access to a safe park were less likely to be inactive than those without access for (1) adolescents living in apartments but not houses, (2) adolescents living in neighborhoods perceived as unsafe but not those living in safe neighborhoods, and (3) adolescents from lower-income but not higher-income families. However, access to a safe park was not significantly associated with regular activity for these groups. In addition, models of regular activity and inactivity that tested interactions between access to a safe park and (1) housing type, (2) perceived neighborhood safety, and (3) family income showed these interactions were not significant (data not shown). These results suggest that although the association between park access and inactivity may be significant for some groups and not others, the nature of the relationship between park access and inactivity is not different across these groups.

The interaction between race/ethnicity and access to a safe park was significant in models of regular activity and inactivity. Table 2 shows associations between access to a safe park and physical activity among Latino, Asian, African-American, and white adolescents. Access to a safe park was not associated with regular activity for these groups. In models of inactivity, Asian and white
adolescents with access to a safe park were less likely to be inactive than those without access.

**Discussion**

These findings suggest that the relationship between physical activity and access to parks may differ depending on adolescents’ sociodemographic, housing, and neighborhood characteristics. Previous research has produced limited evidence of an association between availability of places to be active and physical activity levels among youth, with some studies finding associations and others finding none. The current findings are consistent with a recent study that found that the number of recreational facilities was positively associated with physical activity in a national sample of adolescents. The present study is also consistent with the conclusions of a review by Sallis and colleagues. However, a more recent review concluded there was no association between physical activity and availability of facilities. Some of the inconsistency in the literature may be due either to variation in the association between access to places for activity and activity levels by sample characteristics or to differences in measures of physical activity. For example, two previous studies found no association between the number of recreation facilities nearby and vigorous exercise among lower-income adolescents. The current study also found no association between park access and regular activity among lower-income adolescents, but access to a safe park was associated with lower rates of inactivity.

There are some limitations to this study. Adolescent self-reports of having a park near home and safety of the park may be more indicative of perceived than objective access and safety. However, perceptions are important predictors of physical activity. In addition, physically active adolescents may be more likely to know that parks are available. This study examined access to parks and open spaces but not to other recreational facilities that may also be important for youth physical activity.

The results add to our understanding of the relationship between access to parks and adolescent physical activity. These findings suggest that availability of safe places for activity is particularly important in promoting physical activity for adolescents in urban areas. The relationship between park access and physical activity for adolescents living in apartments, unsafe neighborhoods, and low-income families warrants further investigation. However, results suggest that adolescents in these groups may be less likely to be inactive if they have access to safe parks. Expanding park access and safety, particularly for adolescents living in urban areas, is a promising strategy for promoting physical activity among youth.
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